Collège de Paris - École Conte promotes French excellence through training in the fields of luxury, fashion and design. The school respects three founding values: pedagogical excellence; international openness; and individualized support for students towards employment.

The institution offers a solid culture and ensures that its students are operational as soon as they leave the program to quickly enter the professional world. It has become a real reference for professionals. The best companies in the sector constantly support our students and are present throughout their training. All programmes prepare for state-recognized certifications at levels I and II.

**MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY**

Three training courses in Preparatory workshop

**Fine Arts:** this year provides individualized guidance assistance. It provides the necessary foundations for further studies at Collège de Paris - Ecole Conte. A broad learning process will help you to orient yourself according to your artistic profile. This curriculum also provides training in the presentation of competitions to integrate the major public art schools.

**Architecture:** the great schools of architecture are the ideal gateway to a successful professional life. But to enter, you have to pass an often very demanding competition. A year of preparation is imposed on candidates, a mandatory transition to acquire solid theoretical and practical foundations as well as to define their creative universe. For thirty years, Collège de Paris - Ecole Conte has allowed its students to access the most prestigious schools in France and abroad, and has achieved a success rate of over 90%.

**Textile and fashion:** in order to prepare students for the bachelors of fashion design or textile and fashion design, Collège de Paris - Ecole Conte offers a year of integrated preparation focused on these two specialties. It allows students to acquire fundamental artistic foundations and to seriously prepare for their future studies.

Two Bachelor’s degree courses

**Textile design and fashion:** choice of patterns, colours or materials: the textile designer is at the crossroads of all trends and innovations. Creative and professional training, the Textile Design course trains textile designers for the largest Parisian style or trend offices.

**Fashion design:** the formation, created in 1943, is one of the oldest in Paris. Through this curriculum, Collège de Paris - Ecole Conte offers a creative laboratory space that encourages contact, sharing, motivation and communication around fashion. Students receive quality training in style while also benefiting from real textile know-how, for a complete training.

One master’s degree

**Luxury and fashion management:** the first program that combines managerial training with an analysis that allies creativity and stylistic reflection. Students acquire not only an in-depth knowledge of the sector and its professions but also creative know-how. The two-year programme is based on a rhythm of two days of classes per week, compatible with the pursuit of a professional activity.

**STRENGTHS**

Teaching centered on innovation, experimentation and work as a group. Acquiring techniques vital to fashion design: fashion sketch, direct cutting, basic patronage, design of models, graphic design...

Perception of the sector and its jobs overall: culture of fashion and costume, developing a collection, marketing of fashion, stitching...

Excellent professional insertion when you finish the school and the option of taking a master Training approved with a a certified RNCP qualification

**LOCATION**

1 parvis de la Défense, 92044 Paris - La Défense, France

**http://www.ecole-conte.com**
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